The Education of an Elizabethan Gentleman: Sir Alexander Temple at Oxford

Sir Alexander Temple’s portrait was painted in 1620 by Cornelius Johnson who painted more than a dozen portraits of members of the Temple family. The version shown here is displayed in Hagley Hall in Worcestershire. It is reproduced by kind permission of Viscount Cobham.

Sir Alexander Temple was a reasonably prominent member of the landed gentry during the reigns of James I and Charles I. He was born into the upwardly mobile Temple family of Stowe, in Buckinghamshire, in 1583. However, he had three elder brothers, so he was not destined to inherit the family estates. Nonetheless, during his lifetime he held numerous public offices. These included being Senior Warden of Rochester Bridge, a Justice of the Peace for both Essex and Sussex; the
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The conduct of the 1624 Parliamentary election at Winchelsea in his second (failed) bid to enter Parliament caused him to protest and to challenge the result. These actions were discussed in contemporary correspondence. When he was finally elected to Parliament in 1626, he was sufficiently eloquent that his Parliamentary speeches were noted by his contemporaries.  

Sir Alexander was a literate man, although only a relatively small number of his letters have survived and these are scattered across a number of different archives both in the UK and overseas. He wrote letters about his relationship with other members of his family, there were letters concerned with the conduct of his business affairs, and he wrote to the Duke of Buckingham protesting about the failure to pay the gunners at Tilbury Fort their wages. No doubt he corresponded on many other subjects as well since he is referred to in letters written by other people written either to him or about him. In particular, the conduct of the 1624 Parliamentary election at Winchelsea in his second (failed) bid to enter Parliament caused him to protest and to challenge the result. These actions were discussed in contemporary correspondence. When he was finally elected to Parliament in 1626, he was sufficiently eloquent that his Parliamentary speeches were noted by his contemporaries.

His childhood was spent at the family home, Stowe House and he may have attended the Royal Latin School in Buckingham as did some other members of his family. His education was certainly augmented by a period of attendance at Lincoln’s Inn with which he maintained a lifelong connection. However, unlike his eldest brother, Sir Thomas Temple, who is recorded as matriculating at University College, Oxford in June 1582, Sir Alexander is not listed among those attending either of England’s universities. His name is not among those recorded by either Foster or Venn. However, at the time, it was common for sons of gentlemen to spend some time at one of the universities as well as one of the Inns of Court, so it would not be surprising if Sir Alexander did indeed attend a university, albeit briefly.

Some evidence for a period at Oxford can be derived from a bookplate recording a gift made by Sir Alexander to the Library of New College, Oxford. The book plate reads ‘Alexander Tempellus dono dedit’ (given by Alexander Temple), although the wording on the plate is partially obscured by a later library plate. The plate is printed and the words were presumably chosen by Sir Alexander himself, although it is possible it was the work of the New College librarian. The book in question is Camden’s Britannia—full title: Britannia sive Florentissimorum regnorum, Anglia, Scotia, Hibernia, et insularum adiacentium ex intima antiquitate chorographica descriptio. There are a large number of editions of this book, but the edition donated by Sir Alexander was published in 1600. This presumably indicates that his stay at Oxford came to an end shortly after this date.
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At the time of the donation, books were sold as loose leaves that could be cut and bound in a style that suited the owner. Sir Alexander apparently paid for his donation to be bound in calf hide and the record of the donation was stamped in the binding of the book as well as being

recorded in the bookplate. The binding is described in the library catalogue as ‘16th century calf with blind rolls in panel design, with blind cording darts, and “dono dedit” blind stamped in centre; evidence of ties; printed waste used as paste downs; evidence of chaining towards tail of upper board foredge; rebacked’.
The binding gives his name as Alex Temple—a common abbreviation, although he usually signed his first name in full.

In the early modern period, the donation of books was not uncommon as a reward for services. For example, later in his life, Sir Alexander donated a book to the library at Canterbury Cathedral, as a mark of gratitude for a visit to his home by the auditor to settle the details of a lease to his daughter of land owned by the Dean and Chapter.

The donation to the library at New College was no doubt made in the same spirit: a token of his gratitude for a period spent being educated at Oxford. The records that name Oxford University students of the period are incomplete and there are known to be omissions. Despite the fact that Foster does not record him as matriculating or graduating from Oxford, it appears safe to conclude that Sir Alexander did receive some education at Oxford during his formative years, although he probably did not graduate.
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